kohl = koh 

koh 

itaakhe 

S. a.

purana 

Bhutan 

annakar mbera 
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lna 

lna 

nepas 

Nepal

mountain 

pain, sorrow 

pierce, thrust, sting (poles) 

crouch 

be down, be prostrate 

roll/upward, envelope

bhub-

bhub-

female yogi

cup of Jamshid (a magic cup, in which anything any where that one will wish to be seen) in a happy/prosperous land, from vision, special delusion: imaginary 

the eyes to blink: black, close, begin to fall asleep get into entanglements/a mess: fall into difficulties, 

black, barren: desolate, waste lose clear, firm, white/pale with fear

animal: beast 

(palm of the hand: home) level, desert, black, barren 

stone, rock 

meditation, thinking about 

hope, longing 

would, that 

(jinn, genie, spirit at the door, home) death of a few moments: transient 

faci limited, possible 

be proud not, beast/split 

sharing secrets: confident, intimate friend
badha
bodha
chafta
zuk
inshun
whan
wain
wilda
wilda
wilda
wilda
zai
zam
myth-kalam
ma'amday
mashed
take
zafe
set
dem...shark
gey
shuada aiga
asa
asa
peet
chaltak
paul
boul
car
car
shugaratuma
sojna
sana
seti
gewra
This
This
mad dranged
be set free: issue, pair folks
shape form
hidden, secret
ing: a rocket
with a sharp print: printed

plane-tree: poplar
bogen of day
(sitting without a) companion
without words
exalted, distinguished
life to remain: draw breath, exist
drowned
hole & hearty: well
among: access
redina, fruit
wrong, untaken
not nicely properly
shoe form, nature
bright, burn
rummy, wise
food of is make-up: resume the animal
be made ready, armed, prepared
redclaw (a Harry's big b) worry for
rich plate, covered with red dye or dyed with red och
appearance, disguise: = to adopt/potion a disguise
ser
mak
bhelkut
ghonga
stf
stoptha
gal bakhana
muqda
mala
khoj
nabadguri
bf
bf duna
df
bag
sudar
sumran
bin
kandha
monka
man
mamse
herbor
tol
dal
ainam
mangd

ser = about 20lb.
ashes
ashes of condensation, b. which Hindus bathe in their bodies
maskiat
gold-line under (here =) gold lace?
mantle wrapper shawl
wear/put on a yath (a sort of plaid)
glass-earring (worn by girls)
mahdew: (Hindu) rosary
circle, ring, hoop
igmatic: yath, bed,
cul, might, lack (hair-)
heit, cut, and
shoulder
rein
blackhorse: fine horse (name of Khawram Parvez's horse)
smallest rosary
luti: vine
shoulder
bead: rosary
gum jewd: bezar-stone
opportundly, seasonally: suitably
name of Shiv: intetion (used by Hindus) in setting out to
vaapor, salivation (fruit = saliva, spittle)
saliva, spittle, slavering
mirror-fond: bright-fond
faded, dull, tarnished
act/play a part
Milady
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begun
hsab k.
swumbá
byr
noman
jag
khoti
bash ga
magg
sax-magn
bha
geg
khoti
ungunw

estimating: almanac, calendar

calculate
Virgo
lightning
skirt
wears
covered with ashes

crop: produce

("of a wing in the car"): slave

be absorbed in: have a constant desire/craving for

cord: red coral

bright: coloured, stained (read as یا ناز or یونیکال ?)

bright shining (pearls) — (or from لیت?)

stick made applied to forehead by Hindus

knight’s pole with shaggy at both ends for carrying basons/boottis

bowl jug: vessel for the red powder used at Holi

ever, jar, pitcher

sea: water, wine

public design: red dye, sand, one of the Persian Terms

vessel in which Georges water is kept

River Nile — read also as "string of a musical instrument"

named a fountain in paradise: running/clear water
break crack split open
mason-Tim

take place uninterrupted: continue without a break
stir/gush forth (Fetus, etc.)
covered with dew
deliver: entrust (to)
sit out, go off
speech, words: advice

my, nose
house & home: family, household
take thought (pr): intrigue (into)
good man, blessing
traversing the desert
covering with dust
deer, antelope
China

light a fire & sit over it like yogis: become a yogi

singing: melody

desert, steppe, desert

stirred out, spread out
in rings: in a circle

packed tight together: pressing together
be performed, amounting
sticks & straws: rubbish

medicinal herbs, drugs, simples